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Application of Expectation-MaxlmjzationAlgorlthm to the
Detection of Direct-SequenceSignal in pulsed Nobe Jamming
ArffAnsarland R Viswanathan

Department of Electrical Engfneemg
Southem Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
ABSTRACT

(4

We consider the detection of direct-sequence
spread spectrum signal received in pulsed noise
jamming ermiroment.
The EkpectationMaxlmkation Algorlthm is used to estimate the
unlmownjammer parameters and hence obtaln a
decision on the binary signal based on the estimated IikeIlhwd functfons. The probability of
e m r performance of the algorithm is simulated for
a -eat code and a (7.4) block code. Simulation
results show that at low signal to thermal noise
ratio and hlghjammer power, the EM detector performs slgnitlcantly better than the hard limiter and
somewhat better than the soft limiter. Also, at low
SNR,there is little degradauon as compared to the
x"um-likelihood
detector with true jammer
parameters. At high SNR, the soft llmiter outperforms the EM detector.

code.
i=1,2,..,m1 are known sequences for every
j. In the case of repeat code, the same bit of information is transmttted m times, Fe. Bi= 9,
1 4 2 m. The detection problem (1) reduces to

....,

H 1 : 9 = - l W . H 2: B = + l

Perfect interleaving is assumed so that the probability that a symbol is jammed is independent of
any other symbol being jammed or not. Let p be

alent baseband representation for

I. INlRODUCI'ION
Spread-spectrum communication systems d e r
an inherent advantage of reducing interference.
The reduction achieved depends on the processing
gain. pulsed, but broadband, noise Jamminjjmay
cause considerable degradation in performance of
a dtrect-sequencespread spectrum system Ill. The
performance of the system may be further fmpmved by using additional techniques 12-51.
We consider here' the performance of a
"m-likelthood
detector for the following
detection problem Ill. Let the r;" represent the
outputs of the direct-sequence comlator. corresponding to different
Is transmi ed as DSBPSK
and l e t T i = l , . . , m ,
e kl)},
j41,..,2 =M)be one of the code vectors of a given
(m.W block code.
Choose one of the following M hypotheses,
Wj,j=l. 2....MI

2

-

el.

H e=
j' i i

i=1.2

.....m.

(3)

in order to obtain the estimates

(1)

given the observations

Hj:

rr {s+nidi.Z,

The slgnt&canced various varfabIes appearing in
(2) are explained belaw. For a given (m.W block

tor, maximum likellhood and liuear detectors. In
secttonIVwe discuss the results.
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II. DIREZT SEQUENCE DETECnON AND EM
ALGORlTHM

Consider the detectionproblem stated in (1)and
(2) with the observationsbeing the sum of the data
signal. the channel noise and the jammer noise.
When Z;s are unknown, the sum of the channel
noise and the jammer component may be viewed
as a variate fiom a mixture of two normal disttlbutions with zero means, variances a' and a.; and
mbdng ratios 1-p and p respectively. In other
words, the interference is from channel noise alone
with probability 1-p and from channel plus jammer
with probability p. The observations (2) are distributed as

m

&e to these Mtlal values and any reasonable set
c8-ff be T e d [lo]. or example we assume
p 4.5.a' 4.0. and0 =O. inallthesimulations.
Although is not a allowed value for e. it is used
as an unbiased starting value for the EM algorithm. The decision on e @en by the EM detector
will always be +1or -1 since these are the only allowed values in subsequent iterations.
B. Block codes

where

(5

d

d=

(

thyarameter vector 9 = ($,u'.p). where
1, 2,..., m). Thelog-likelihood fundionisgivenby

= irlln flrJ. Then the proposed detector for

Let the coded vector be $. Then

Q. which we shall call the EM detector, "lzes
LWxI using the estimates of a; and p obtained via

the EM algorithm.
A. Repeat Codes
Using the procedure in I111. the maximumUkelihood esthates of e. a" and p can be obtained
J
as the simultaneous solution to the set of followfng
equations:

The m u m of Wid is to be searched over the
M valid codes. The maxlmum-likelihood estimate
of the Jammer varlance has to sattsfy
m

J-

5

p.(ri

=1

m

(14)

P f (ri)/flrJ

The only Werence between equation (8) and equation (14) ls the index i on e as they are no longer
the same for each .i The equations for the
maximum-likelihood estimate of p for the block
codes rematn the same as for the repeat code, although f (r) and f (r 1, as equations (5) and (61,
wiU h a v e h i appro&&te $or each i.
The EM algorlthm has been shown to result in a
nondecreasing likelihood at each successive step
and, under some conditions. to converge to a
maximum-likelihood estimator [6,91. However, in
general the algorlthm will converge to a compact
set of stationary point(s1.

mA

c p.f2(ri )/flrJ

- -

m

- { s)2.f2(rJ/firJ

m
if

p=

A

Q

a'- j

mA
r. P. fl(ri l/flrJ

A

& argmaxL@ld

A

,

2=

(91

There may be several solutions to (7). (81, and (9).
L@Id has to be
and the one which
picked. Equations (7). (8). and (9) are used to
pruvide the following iteration scheme. However,
as explained later, the solution obtained via the
iterations does not necessarily correspond to the
umofL&ld.
T 2 y d e n o t e the estimate of 2 at the
p iterauonprl.
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IU. SIMULATION PERFORMANCE
In this eecllon.simulated perfonnances of the
EM detector, maxlmum-llkellhood detector with
known jammer parameters, the hear. hardItmiter, and soft limiter t1.4.51 are studied. The
clipping level ofthe soft-ltmfter is set at s. Ifs is
also unknown.the resulting EM detector would be
the War detector which would also be the
maxtmum-likelihood detector because the
maxtmum-Ukelihoodestimate of the common mean
of the mixture of two normal dtstributions is the
sample mean 1121.
A. Repeat Coding Performance
The bit qegy for a repeat code is given by
m d ,where m=7 Is the code length assumed.
the caae of repeat code. we look at an optimal, but
unrealizable, detector for pexfonnance comparison
PUrpOfJ=
Optbnal Detectw: With Zi known, the likelihood
ratio for the testing problem (31is given by

Stop iterations and obtain the ament decialon
ongif

a b s ( ~ ( p ) I E ) - ~ ( F 1 ) I t ) ) / ~ ( p - l )II0.01
t))

or ifthe number ofiterations exceeded36.
(18)

A benchbark for the performance of the algorithm
is the simulated performance of the maximumllkellhood !detector with

unknown jammer stake,
likelihood detector based

%

and a word decision error is mitde if the hard

hiter makes an error in more than one bit. The
soft a t e r detectgcompqtes

3.

arg 418x {pj= ig p(r2
Cl.%njj t% output of the soft-llmiter. The EM
detector for the block coding case as described in
section II B is simulated for lOO.OO0 trials for each

X

(151

EblNJ.
The error probabilities of these detect- are
shown in F@s.1-2 against p for various s, a', and
where r = y if the symbol isjammed and r = x if it
is not. lkqufvalentty. a test based on the & d o o d
ratioisgtvenby

%/NJ values, and in Figs. 3-6against E,/NJ for
varlous S. a', and p values.

A

In order to implement this detector, value of U
.;
and whether each sample Is jammed or not. are
needed. In this sense it is an ideal detector and
the required information is usually not available.
Let k be the number djammed samples. The error
probabilityofthe opttmal detector is given by

degradation in performance 85.c
md"-lkellh~odd
parameters (F@.1). At
performance is considerab
maxtmum-likellhood det
lowpvalues. The
the opumal (unre
considerable for

----------------

where
-----P (elk) = Q(s.4m-klW + k/(a'+NJ/2p)),
&@Q(.I is one minus the staniiard n o m cdt
The EM detector d-ed
in sectign II A is
simulated for at least 10 and upto 10 trlals for
each probability of error estimation. Each trlal
createsareallzationofp(rl,r2 r 1 asinequation
(2). The stopping crlterlon used
the EM MOr~thmiteradona is the follawtng rule of convergence
d t h e likelihood fundlons:

,....
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necessarily correspond to the true likelihood function. It was observed that, after the EM algorlthm
had converged according to (181, the estimated
jammer parameters did not converge to the true
jammer parameters at all even when the probabflity of error curves for the EM and the maximumlikelihood detectors were close. With such a small
sample size as 7. parameter convergence is not expected. The convergence of the EM algorithm is
observed to be quite rapid. Very few times (ranging
from single digits to a maximum of 50 out of
1OO.OOO for all simulations)did the algorithm fail
to bnverge according to (18) and had to exit &er
30 iterations.
Comparing the pedormance of the EM detector
to the other detectors. it is seen that it performs
consistentlybetter than the hard limiter detector at
low SNR (Figs.1.3.4). Compared to the soft limiter,
the EM detector performs better at low SNFt and
high jammer power levels. For high SNFt conditions, the soft limiter outperforms the EM detector
(Fig.2). In general, the (7.4) block code performs
better than the length seven repeat code at equivalent signal and noise conditions.
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Fig. 6 Word error piobability f w (7.4) block code.
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